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Details of Visit:

Author: chessgrandmaster
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 28 May 2013 15.15
Duration of Visit: 30
Amount Paid: 65
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Girlfriends Experience
Website: http://www.gfemassage.co.uk
Phone: 01142447062
Notes: Formerly known as Butterflies

The Premises:

This parlour has been described many times before, and it remains one of the most prestigious
establishments in the neighbourhood. A rather busy Tuesday afternoon meant a bit of a wait. Room
1 still has a broken shower door and the temperature fluctuates, which is something the owner
certainly needs to address.

The Lady:

Meegan is a lovely lady, perfectly described on the establishment's website. A quirky accent adds to
an intriguing personality. Her enhanced bust is not disproportionate to her figure and she clearly has
strength, as athletically displayed in her energetic massage.

The Story:

I wanted to compose this field report, as Meegan categorically deserves high praise for her
excellent interpersonal skills, and I can only reinforce the compliments my fellow punters have
already proffered. A sensual touch, with a gentle kissing preference, all were surpassed by an
exquisite owo technique. That alone deserved the money in its entirety. A girl with which any man
would thoroughly become enamoured extraordinarily quickly. GFE have a diamond in this lady and
they should do everything in the making to preserve her, which they have successfully done for over
two years.
However, that was not the main reason why I felt entirely gratified by this encounter, and I am
writing this to attempt to explain to myself why this was.
Meegan is a very open, some may say frank, lady, who is not afraid to voice her thoughts. In many
ways, this could be misconstrued as ramblings, perhaps arrogance, but Meegan has a genuine
sweetness behind her, that it is impossible not to find appealing. I would like to say that there is a
sort of vulnerability to Meegan, but that is not precisely the case. Meegan has an extreme
professional conduct and displays herself in a very passionate way. Her enthusiasm, dedication and
attentiveness to the client's desires, were all at the ultimate standard. There is something deeper
with her though, and I was drawn to that inner sensibility. Meegan can perform, and does, her
service admirably, but that is not where a man can extract a more profound level of intermittency
from MEEGAN. To be sure, one can take much pleasure from this lady and one would be foolish if
one did not engage with this splendid specimen of femininity. It was not essential to add Meegan to
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my multitude of encounters, although I could not resist ultimately. I was bound though to a sense of
protectiveness. She has apparently had some serious knock-backs through her life, and this very
zest for championing her misfortunes is just another feature that can only be valued in her
attractiveness. Do not interpret this though, as Meegan is a willowing petal, who seeks pity and
sympathy from any man. Indeed, her openness and genuineness could be easily misunderstood,
and is, from what she explained to me.
You need to take this lady for what she is, give her respect, treat her gently, and not view her as a
beautiful lady, who is yet another tick on the tally chart. Individuality seems to be a key principal with
Meegan and I would urge that you connect with that. I strove for that and felt a connection that was
more satisfying than my carnal urges.
Perhaps this is only prevarication from a jaded man, possibly unjustified contemplations, and if so,
then so be it. However, I think that with the correct approach, this lady could meet the physical and
psychological needs of any man.
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